I08	THE  BALLADS
a more dignified diction. As imaginative art, it stands far
above any other text.
The third cause of change in the ballads, reshaping by
learned poets, is most evident in the period 1740 to 1780,
and it is perhaps no accident that many of the great ballads
appeared in their most beautiful form at this time. Between
these dates Percy was busy collecting: his Reliques includes a
high proportion of the really great ballad versions, while other
collections, containing excellent texts, were printed at about
the same time. It was then that the art of the ballad reached
its height in Scotland, and it seems likely that this perfection
of form was brought about by a number of talented and
anonymous poets. At a time when new ballads were no longer
being composed and the practice of ballad singing was probably
beginning to  decline,  they transformed folk-tradition into
literature, and gave the ballads their final form as far as literary
criticism is concerned. For example, Percy's Reliques included,
besides  "Lord Thomas"  and "Edward", the text  of "Sir
Patrick Spens" (78 Aa), quoted in Chapter II, much more
compact, finished, and powerful than any of the other versions,
and a fine text of "Sir Hugh or the Jew's Daughter" (155 B).
The best text of "Johnie Cock" (114 A) was found among
Percy's papers with a note stating that it had been sent from
Carlisle in 1780. In 1755 R. and A. Foulis published in Glasgow
admirable versions of "Young Waters" (94) and of "Edom o
Gordon" (178). In the 1740 edition of his Evergreen, Allan
Ramsay put the best version of "Barbara Allan" (84), and in the
1750 edition, the best version of "The Bonny Earl of Murray"
(181). Ballads with a high degree of skill and polish were printed
in Herd's Ancient and Modern Scottish Songs in 1756, including
the  superior version  of  "The Wee, Wee Man"   (38 A),
which T. F. Henderson praises as an example of "the old
vernacular Scots of the educated classes",10 and it is to
Herd that we owe the best versions of "Clerk Saunders"
(69 A and B).
Robert Chambers in 1849 was the first critic to notice
that so many of the ballads printed between 1740-1780 had
"an author's finish clearly impressed upon them": "All those

